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Abstract 
 
Hong Kong is a rapidly developing and populated city home to a large number of 

vehicles, which produce an abundance of tyre waste. The goal of our project was to 

recommend steps Hong Kong could take towards creating a sustainable waste tyre 

management system. To accomplish this goal we performed interviews, library 

research, and traffic observations. Through analysis we arrived at a set of options 

Hong Kong could apply to better manage their tyre waste. 
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Executive Summary        

 The invention of the automobile, followed by other motorized vehicles has 

resulted in an abundance of wastes that can be difficult or hazardous to process.  Used 

oil, refrigerant, and scrap tyres are some examples of major wastes generated from 

vehicles. Of these, waste vehicle tyres are a bulky and non-biodegradable disposal 

problem. The Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong, and countries around the 

world, are looking for an outlet for used vehicle tyres, as scrap tyres contain a large 

amount of potentially valuable material.  In addition, Hong Kong’s government is 

concerned with the space issues created by waste tyres in landfills.  Professor C.S. 

Poon of Hong Kong Polytechnic University (HKPU) has decided to work toward 

finding a sustainable system for waste tyre disposal and recycling. 

 In some countries, methods of recycling tyres using innovative technologies 

are already in practice. For example, the Japanese are able to use whole tyres in 

concrete for building houses, and the United States has used waste tyres to build 

rubber based sidewalks, as well as rubberized asphalt.  In Hong Kong, some of the 

waste tyre products have been used to build surfaces for playgrounds, and rubbersoil 

for use in civil engineering projects.  However, many more scrap tyres are being 

generated annually than are being reused; therefore, Hong Kong needs more viable 

options for waste tyre management.  This project aimed to provide HKPU with steps 

towards a sustainable reuse and recycling system for scrap tyres. 

 This HKPU sponsored project was to create a set of recommendations to 

alleviate the scrap tyre problem. We developed these steps keeping in mind Hong 

Kong’s regulations as well as the residents’ respect for the environment. 

 Our goal was realized via three objectives. Our first objective was to 

determine the scale of the waste tyre problem in Hong Kong. We determined that 
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approximately 15,000 metric tons of scrap tyres are produced yearly. We identified 

present and future tyre management techniques, through online research as well as 

from private sector companies in Hong Kong. Currently, the only major form of tyre 

recycling used in Hong Kong is the production of rubberized mats. A very feasible 

option, which the government is already looking into, is the use of rubberized asphalt 

in their roads. The only other method Hong Kong uses to manage waste tyres is 

retreading, done on large government vehicles, on some trucks and minibuses, and on 

all buses used by the Kowloon Motor Bus Company. We identified legislation used 

around the world to regulate the number of waste tyres and to promote recycling. 

Most countries impose a tax on the purchase of new tyres to subsidize the cost of 

recycling. Britain has banned scrap tyres from landfills and instead has developed 

monofills or dedicated landfills for excess scrap tyres, to promote the eventual 

recycling of waste tyres. 

 By examining Hong Kong’s current system for dealing with waste tyres and 

the models created by other countries, we concluded that Hong Kong should 

implement five different management techniques to create a sustainable waste tyre 

management system. First, inspections and maintenance should be more frequent to 

prolong the lives of tyres. Second, Hong Kong should create monofills to allow for all 

tyres generated to be recycled at a later time as well as banning tyres from landfills to 

save landfill space. Third, a tax should be levied on new tyres to fund recycling and 

reuse efforts. Fourth, the Environment, Transportation, and Works Bureau should use 

rubberized asphalt in the construction of new roads. Fifth, the use of retreaded tyres 

should be encouraged, especially by organizations with fleets of large vehicles. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction       

Tyre waste management is a worldwide environmental problem. Billions of 

waste tyres are produced every year. While there are numerous ways to reduce tyre 

waste globally, no one method is able to solve the problem, and not every method is 

viable in all countries. In many countries there is a fee charged to cover disposal costs 

of waste tyres, so illegal dumping of waste tyres becomes a serious issue. Even in 

countries with no charge to dispose of waste tyres, illegal dumping is a problem. The 

current methods of tyre recycling are only practical in those countries with an 

infrastructure, industry and market that can support tyre recycling. 

In the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) there is a serious 

problem with waste tyres, because it is a geographically small territory with an 

extremely large number of vehicles. In Hong Kong there are a lot of private vehicles, 

even with a public transportation system that is also very widely utilized. Although 

there are many buses, minibuses, and trucks, the majority of tyres from those heavy 

vehicles are retreaded.  There are more cars and taxis than trucks and buses, so many 

of the waste tyres produced are from light vehicles. Landfill space is limited in Hong 

Kong because land is expensive and the active landfills are being filled faster than 

expected. Stockpiled tyres are a fire hazard and a breeding ground for disease-

carrying insects, which in a subtropical city is a relentless problem. Researchers at 

Hong Kong Polytechnic University (HKPU) are interested in finding ways to manage 

the waste tyre problem. 

There are over a million waste tyres in Hong Kong, all of which could have 

been recycled using methods that are used in the United States and elsewhere. 

Currently most tyres in Hong Kong are cut in half and buried, with a small percentage 

being recycled into rubber mats and stamped products. Hong Kong researchers are 
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carefully trying to select the best options for tyre waste management in Hong Kong. 

Researchers began testing rubberized asphalt a few years ago and now the Hong Kong 

government has begun its own tests, which could lead to its expanded use in the near 

future. Rubbersoil is one possible solution that has been developed in Hong Kong, but 

has not replaced conventional materials due to technical problems. Many solutions 

have been proposed and tested to reduce tyre waste in Hong Kong.  

There are many more ways in which Hong Kong could recycle waste tyres, 

such as uses in civil engineering, like rubberized concrete. Although this technology 

has been tested in the United States there is still a lot of testing that needs to be done 

before it can be implemented in Hong Kong. Every solution used in foreign countries 

has the possibility of being an effective option for waste tyre management in Hong 

Kong. With few methods currently being employed in Hong Kong, there is a large 

pool of technologies and methods that potentially could reduce tyre waste but first 

need to be brought to the attention of Hong Kong’s government and private sector. 

Currently Hong Kong’s government manages waste tyres no differently than other 

waste, but there is potential for environmental improvement through waste tyre 

management. 

The goal of our project was to propose steps towards a sustainable tyre 

management system for Hong Kong. We accomplished this goal by meeting several 

objectives. We determined the scale of the waste tyre problem in Hong Kong and 

what methods are currently being implemented to alleviate the situation. We selected 

the best possible waste tyre management methods from our research into current 

methods from around the world. Then we proposed solutions to implement the most 

effective and feasible options in Hong Kong. We believe that our project has 
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contributed to alleviating Hong Kong’s tyre waste disposal problem and related 

environmental issues. 
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Chapter 2: Background           

 

 The problem of tyre waste management is a significant problem for many 

countries.  Privately owned vehicles as well as public transportation vehicles, such as 

buses and taxis, produce thousands of tons of waste tyres every year.  In this chapter, 

we describe basic tyre designs along with possible recycling technologies and 

methods, and the problems these methods face.  We also review government 

regulations that have an impact on tyre waste management. 

2.1 Tyre Manufacturing Techniques 

In this section we will give an overview of the methods used to make current 

motor vehicle tyres.  We will also discuss how tyre life can be lengthened through 

different emerging technologies. 

2.1.1 Conventional Tyre Designs 

 Creating a tyre requires processing rubber, steel, and fabric components 

separately before combining them into a tyre (Refer to Figure 1) (Rodriguez et al, 

2001). The rubber sap is mixed with carbon black, and a variety of chemicals. These 

chemical components determine the composition and specialty of the tyre along with 

curing temperature and time (Frederick, 2000).  
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Figure 1 – The tyre manufacturing process (Energy Manager Training, 2004). 

 

There is a fabric component to tyres as well. The fabric, usually nylon, is 

created separately from the rubber process and wound on a crude rubber carcass in 

uniform sheets. Steel wires are also wound around the tyre along with steel “beads” 

(Refer to Figure 2 for a cross section diagram of a tyre). Additional chemicals added 

with the steel wire help to ensure a proper bond to the rubber (Energy Manager 

Training, 2004). The tyre at this stage of the process is referred to as a “green” tyre. 

All the components are there, but the rubber is too soft for use. The rubber is then 

cured and “vulcanized” with additional chemical components along with heat to 

create a hard rubber material that has a much longer life on the road (Frederick, 

2000). 
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Figure 2 - Cross section diagram of a standard vehicle tyre (Energy Manager Training, 2004). 

 

  

2.1.2 Unconventional Tyre Designs 

Tyres can be manufactured with a significantly longer lifespan using unique 

modern technologies.  The increased life span of the tyres may contribute 

significantly to waste reduction.  Two notable techniques have been developed in the 

past decade that can enable the tyre to have a longer life before needing to be 

discarded or recycled.  The names of these two techniques are Zero Pressure and PAX 

System (Michelin Inc, 2006). 

Zero Pressure 

Zero pressure is a unique system that allows drivers to keep driving up to 50 

miles at 55 mph even when there is no air inside the tyres (Michelin Inc, 2006).  The 

zero pressure technique along with the included low tyre pressure monitoring system 

allows the tyre to properly maintain air pressure and therefore reduce the wear on the 

tyre tread (Michelin Inc, 2006). 
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PAX System 

 With the PAX system, the tyre wheel is made of steel or steel alloy (Michelin 

Inc, 2006).  The diameter of the wheel is wider than an equivalent standard wheel.  

Most of the tyre designs use inflation pressure to hold the tyre to the rim, which 

makes the tyre separate easily from the rim when a flat occurs at high speed.  

However, the design of a PAX system wheel actually improves its grip when vertical 

loads are applied to the tyre. The repairable tyre and reusable support ring can provide 

a longer life for tyres.  Additionally, these tyres have shorter and more flexible 

sidewalls, which can reduce rolling resistance by reducing tyre roll.  This also helps to 

prolong the life of the tyre.  

 By using these unique designs, tyres can be made to last longer, 

thereby reducing tyre waste (Michelin Inc, 2006). By implementing these 

technologies into Hong Kong’s transportation infrastructure it may be possible to 

slow the accumulation of tyre waste, though it is uncertain whether these methods 

will be cost effective. Furthermore, it is unknown if these tyres will complicate 

recycling or retreading procedures due to their unique design and composition. 

 
Summary 

Each material that goes into a tyre has value by itself. Steel can be melted 

down, and pure rubber is easily recyclable, but the problem lies in the fact that all 

these materials are strongly bound and mixed together with a mix of potent chemicals 

that makes separation a difficult and costly process. For this reason tyre recycling is 

not an easily profitable business (Rodriguez et al, 2001). We will outline several 

recycling methods in the next section that have had varying degrees of success. 
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2.2 Recycling        

 Eventually, all tyres become unsafe to use even though the majority of the 

material used to make the tyre is still present. Retreading, or the addition of a new 

tread to an old tyre, can be performed on heavy vehicle tyres several times over 

before these tyres also become unsafe. Therefore, recycling is an integral part to tyre 

waste management around the world. The recycling techniques described below are 

several of the possible solutions for the recycling of waste tyres in Hong Kong.  

2.2.1 Shredded Rubber 

 
 Most recycling processes require the tyres to be shredded before further 

processing (Clark, Meardon, & Russell, 1993). Shredding allows for much more 

efficient transportation of tyre waste, as it can reduce the volume of the tyres by about 

75%. Tyre shredding also eliminates many of the problems associated with above 

ground storage in stockpiles. The tyre shreds do not allow water to build up and 

become breeding grounds for insects, and the volume reduction allows for much more 

efficient use of land. Of course the problems with fire hazards still remain. 

Shredding Equipment 

 Tyre shredding equipment is moderately expensive and consumes lots of 

power. The tyre as a whole is first shredded to two-inch shreds. These shreds, about 

the size of the palm of your hand, are not too useful by themselves other than the 

volume reduction as they still contain the metal wires from the tyre (Lundin, personal 

communication, November 28, 2006. See Appendix D). These shreds are put through 

additional shredding equipment to reduce the size of the shreds to about one inch. 

During this last shredding process the metal wires from the tyre are removed by 

magnetic means. A rotating magnetic drum draws the metal wires out of the shreds 
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and into a separate pile (see figure 1). This metal wire has not found much use in 

industry in the United States as it contains too much rubber to be processed for scrap 

metal as it is. As a result, there are stockpiles of this metal wire in the United States 

(see Appendix D). 

 

Figure 3 - Whole tyre shredding teeth on the left, and the rotating magnetic drum for separation 

of metal wires on the right. 

 

Uses 

Once most of the metal wire is removed from the rubber the shreds become 

much more useful. Shredded rubber from tyres has found uses ranging from plant 

mulch to highway bedding. In the United States the most common use for tyres is for 

fuel; tyre rubber has a fuel value about equal to that of coal, although some sources 

claim a greater fuel value (Farrell, 1999b). Although the process is not an 

environmentally friendly recycling method, the waste from the burnt tyres, which 

includes steel slag from the belts, can be used in creating concrete (Clark, Meardon, & 

Russell, 1993). 

The civil engineering applications for tyre shreds are numerous. The chips can 

be used as a highway bedding (Hylands & Shulman, 2003), insulation material, sound 

barrier, and as a “sorptive” (a process that can filter some heavy metals) drainage 

layer (Edil, Park, & Kim, 2004) to name a few such applications. The use of the tyre 
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shreds often can lead to prolonged life of roads, and the implementation is usually 

very cost effective (Clark, Meardon, & Russell, 1993). 

Crumb Rubber 

The tyre shreds can be processed to even finer levels. This product, called 

crumb rubber, is almost entirely devoid of contaminant wire and material. 

Unfortunately the methods for producing crumb rubber are complex and expensive. 

One method is to cryogenically freeze the rubber shreds and mechanically pound 

them to break them into finer pieces, removing the fibers and metal wire thereafter 

(Brown, 2002). Other methods exist for creating crumb rubber without the need for 

cryogenic temperatures, but it is unknown if these are cost effective (Anthony, 1999). 

This rubber product can be processed into such items as shoe soles, industrial mats, 

and playground tiles (Steuteville, 1995).  

2.2.2 Uses for Whole Tyres 

 Tyres do not need to be shredded to find use. Whole tyres have found a variety 

of uses in civil engineering projects as well (Hylands & Shulman, 2003). When 

strategically placed on hillsides or beaches, tyres can help fight erosion. Though 

unsightly, it may be the best option for areas with little capital to spend processing the 

tyres. Boats can use tyres as bumpers. A stack of tyres covered in fiberglass has been 

found to make an effective highway barrier as well (Clark, Meardon, & Russell, 

1993). 

 If tyres are linked together and placed on the ocean floor they can form an 

artificial reef (Rowe, 2002). In the past, artificial reef projects using waste tyres were 

prone to problems of tyres washing ashore in large numbers. This is often either due 

to strong ocean currents or poor reef construction. Care must be taken to ensure the 

binding material that holds the tyres can withstand the salty ocean environment; 
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otherwise the material will corrode and release the tyres creating an environmental 

disaster. If done properly tyre reefs can form a great natural habitat for fish and other 

organisms. 

 Whole tyres can also be burned for fuel directly without the need for 

shredding or processing, though this requires existing kilns to be modified (Clark, 

Meardon, & Russell, 1993). These modifications to accommodate whole tyres can be 

expensive and problematic due to the accumulation of incombustible products. If the 

whole tyres are burned the ash contains lots of carbon material and steel slag which 

can also be used in civil engineering applications such as mixing with concrete. 

2.2.3 Rubber Asphalt 

 Rubber asphalt is an interesting application of tyre waste. Used to coat the top 

layer of roads, rubberized asphalt contains at least 15% reclaimed tyre rubber by 

weight. The rest of the asphalt is composed of regular asphalt cement and additives 

(Rubber Pavements Association, 1998). 

 Besides the great benefit of recycling tyres, rubberized asphalt has plenty of 

advantages over regular asphalt. These include reduced pavement thickness, 

absorption of traffic noise (up to 85% has been noted), and longer road life. About 

2,000 tyres are recycled per “lane mile”. The road life can be dramatically increased 

which can help save costs in the long run. Furthermore, rubberized asphalt can be 

recycled, used in diverse climates, and the emissions at the processing plant are 

similar to that of regular asphalt (Rubber Pavements Association, 1998). 

Costs 

 There are initial costs associated with rubberized asphalt. The processing 

equipment is a significant investment, though once set up regular equipment can be 

used to apply the asphalt to the road. Processing the waste tyres to create a fine 
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powder is also an expensive process that must be taken into consideration. The 

components of the asphalt must be carefully controlled and the temperatures closely 

monitored, else the quality of the asphalt will decrease substantially (Rubber 

Pavements Association, 1998). According to the Rubber Pavements Association there 

are five issues that prevent rubber asphalt from gaining wide acceptance: 

1. Formerly a patented process prevented industry development. Last 

patents expired in 1992.  

2. Long held in "experimental" status. 

3. "If it ain't broke, don't fix it" mentality. Many state highway 

departments prefer to use old materials and methods.  

4. ISTEA mandate for use caused political fallout. RPA does not 

support mandates. A-R should be used by free choice based on its 

superior qualities.  

5. "Impostors" (processes with non-reacted rubber additives) often 

lead to failures associated with A-R. F. Some specialized equipment 

is required.  

 (Rubber Pavements Association, 1998) 

 Rubberized asphalt roads may be a viable option for Hong Kong. The 

significant number of tyres used in the process could make a significant contribution 

towards the goal of reducing tyre waste. 

2.2.4 Pyrolysis 

 Pyrolysis is a unique method for recycling tyres. The process is 

essentially heating without the presence of oxygen, and when performed on complex 

organic materials pyrolysis will break the material down into such things as oil, char, 

and gases. Laboratory research has shown that when applied to a tyre the process has 

the potential to produce approximately one gallon of oil, seven pounds of char, three 

pounds of gas, and two pounds of steel and ash (Clark, Meardon, & Russell, 1993).  

 Due to the complexity of the process, there are many unresolved issues. 

Technologies have to improve to increase the efficiency of the pyrolysis process as 

well as the processing of the products. According to the EPA, there are no pyrolysis 
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plants operational in the United States as of 2007. The building costs are too high, and 

“the products of tire pyrolysis have limited marketability due to their low quality 

compared to virgin materials” (Environmental Protection Agency, 2007). Another 

problem with pyrolysis is in regards to research. Until recently most of the research 

done was through corporations and proper scientific methods were not always 

followed. For example, before attempting a large scale process, researchers have to 

test the technology with smaller reactors and rubber samples. These samples often did 

not include all the constituents of the tyre, such as the metal wires and fibers. This 

could drastically affect the outcome of the experiment. Additionally, the reactors must 

be brought to full steady state operation before sampling of gases and oils, which 

sometimes was not done. Proper research could lead to better reactor designs 

(Rodriguez et al, 2000). 

 The pyrolysis process is very sensitive to the initial conditions and the steady 

state temperature of the reactor. Research has shown that the temperature of the 

reactor determines the chemical composition of the products, as well as the ratio 

between solid and gaseous products (Rodriguez et al, 2000). If a two stage process is 

used where gas is passed through a catalyst, it has been found that the catalyst 

temperature determines the concentrations of the different gases produced (Williams 

& A.J., 2002). The gases produced contain valuable natural gases such as propane. 

The oils, which can be burned for energy directly, also contain a number of chemicals 

with high commercial value. One such chemical produced in high concentrations is 

“limonene”, which has a high industrial value (Williams, 1999). The solid product, 

char, can be processed into a product similar to low grade activated carbons (Cunliffe 

& P.T., 1998), useful for filtering heavy metals and other contaminates from water or 
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for creating inks (Williams, 1999). Refer to Appendix H for information on the 

chemicals produced by tyre pyrolysis. 

 There may be many obstacles preventing the use of pyrolysis presently, but 

the option must be kept in mind as technologies are constantly improving and the 

world’s oil supply is constantly being depleted. 

Using these techniques it is possible to substantially reduce tyre waste in Hong 

Kong. However, these are neither all encompassing nor the final solution. Tyre waste 

in Hong Kong will likely require a combination of these as well as other techniques. 

2.3 Government Regulations 

One of the key factors in determining the management of tyre waste is 

legislation. If proper legislation is enacted, tyre waste can be recycled in an 

environmentally friendly manner, while overzealous legislation may lead to illegal 

dumping. 

United States 

In the United States there is no federal legislation governing the disposal of 

waste tyres. The legislation is instead left to the discretion of the individual states 

(EPA, 2006). As a result there are differences among states and their laws on tyre 

disposal, although there is legislation shared amongst most of the states. As of 2004, 

thirty-seven states have banned burying whole tyres due to problems such as creeping 

(tyres slowly rising to the surface of the landfill), and nine have gone so far as to ban 

tyre shreds from the landfills. Thirty-five states also have collection fees, while five 

don’t allow fees due to illegal dumping. Twenty-one states have also created 

dedicated scrap tyre funds, and nineteen have created market development incentives 

for recycling (Rubber Manufacture's Association, 2004).  
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Some states still allow large stockpiles, thereby providing a breeding ground 

for disease-causing insects and a fire hazard. However, those stockpiles are also 

readily available for recycling, unlike tyres buried in landfills. The United States also 

has relaxed emissions regulations that allow for the burning of tyres, so that method 

of waste management is most common (Lundin, personal communication, November 

28, 2006. See Appendix D). For a breakdown of the recycling methods used in the 

United States in 2003, refer to Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Uses of recycled tyres in the United States for 2003. This graph is compiled from 

statistics found at the following source: (Environmental Protection Agency, 2007). 

 

 

European Union 

The European Union (EU) is as experienced in dealing with tyre waste as the 

United States. Tyre waste legislation in the EU has become much more stringent in 
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the past decade. The Community Waste Strategy (CWS) of July 2006 promotes the 

prevention, recovery, and minimization of the disposal of waste (European Tyre and 

Rubber Manufacturers' Association, 2006a). The CWS also enacts a mandatory take-

back of all “end-of-life” products to the producer. The CWS also covers restrictions 

on the shipment of waste. Waste tyres are not considered hazardous but can still be 

taxed on import and export. 

Another key document is the “Directive on the Landfill of Waste” of April 

1999. The legislation enacted by this document effectively bans all waste tyres from 

the landfills (European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers' Association, 2006a). Whole 

tyres were banned on July 16, 2003, while all shreds were banned on July 16, 2006. 

Any waste tyre product used in the engineering of the landfill is exempt from these 

laws (European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers' Association, 2006a). 

Like the United States the EU has lenient emissions requirements and waste 

tyres are burned for fuel. In 2004, 31% of all waste tyres were burned, up from 14% 

in 1992 (European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers' Association, 2006c). This 

happens despite costly modification to the cement kilns required to burn the tyres. 

 

Hong Kong 

Hong Kong is a very special case because of its unique history as a center of 

commerce, and it is still transitioning from being a British colony to being an integral 

part of China. Despite the difficulties in making the transition Hong Kong has passed 

and enforced some laws that govern environmental issues. The government imposes a 

tax on exported waste, with the exception of waste that is going to be recycled 

(HKEPD, 2005).  
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These countries, such as Britain, provide excellent benchmarks for how the 

Hong Kong government can be involved and help.  Legislation is not the only factor 

that must be taken into account when assessing waste management methods; 

sociopolitical factors play an important role in determining the best management 

method for Hong Kong as well. 

2.4 Sociopolitical Factors      

An important concern in implementing any type of tyre waste management 

technology is sociological and political factors. A country cannot successfully control 

any type of waste product without an educated and informed population. Public 

support for recycling and reuse technologies depends on how informed people are 

about environmental issues. 

Sociological Factors 

 Hong Kong and the United States have different environmental attitudes and 

beliefs. Hong Kong’s legislation and the residents’ concern for their environment 

likely is due to the pollution that comes from Mainland China, which is not nearly as 

regulated as Hong Kong (HKEPD, 2005). The majority of Hong Kong’s residents are 

ethnic Chinese with approximately one-half of them being born in mainland China, so 

their concern for Hong Kong’s environment may be due to experience with the 

serious problems across the border. Surveys show that the majority of people in Hong 

Kong consider air pollution to be a serious problem (Martinsons et al, 1997). The 

environmental attitudes of people in Hong Kong depend strongly on the demographic 

in question. The older or less educated people tend to think less of the environment, 

while the females and more educated individuals surveyed have stronger 

environmental attitudes (Lai et al, 2003). There exists very little awareness to tyre 
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waste issues, because tyre waste is a relatively small problem in comparison to air 

pollution and other municipal wastes. 

Any recycling technology that contributes to pollution should be considered as 

a less favorable option even if within regulations. Tyre derived fuel is an unfavorable 

option based on both legislative and sociological factors. The pollution created in 

making and using tyre derived fuel would not be acceptable in Hong Kong. Also, the 

limited space in Hong Kong makes it difficult to build a factory. 

Political Factors 

Hong Kong is listed as having the world’s highest economic freedom rating 

(Gwartney, 2006) by several comparisons. The government has very little impact on 

business, because legislation or other means of government intervention is generally 

frowned upon. Any recycling method that relies on government legislation, subsidies, 

or any form of intervention would be unfavorable for the investors in Hong Kong, 

who prefer free market incentives (John So, personal communication, February 5, 

2007. See Appendix H). 

2.5 Summary      

Due to the complicated structure and composition of tyres, recycling is very 

troublesome. Despite this, there are many methods that have been proven in several 

countries to be profitable. Based on existing laws and regulations, some of these 

options, such as tyre derived fuel were found not to be feasible in Hong Kong. 

Sociopolitical factors further reduced the options, although there are still numerous 

recycling methods available that need to be analyzed. The objectives and the methods 

we implemented to determine the most effective solution for Hong Kong will be 

outlined in the subsequent chapter.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

 The main goal of our project was to propose a sustainable tyre management 

system for Hong Kong. The project had three major objectives. First, we identified 

the scale of the problem in Hong Kong. Second, we identified presently used and 

possible future tyre waste management schemes in Hong Kong. Third, we identified 

legislation that Hong Kong could adopt to increase the number of waste tyres being 

reused and recycled.  

3.1 Identify the scale of the problem 

 We identified just how much tyre waste there is in Hong Kong. The methods 

that we used to identify the magnitude of the problem of waste tyres in Hong Kong 

were—archival research, such as government websites, and interviews with 

professors and government officials. 

3.1.1 Determining Hong Kong’s waste problem 

 By doing research in local libraries, we were able to get more reliable 

information specific to Hong Kong, such as the government data, on the number of 

tyres imported and the volume of waste produced. The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University and University of Science and Technology libraries contained reports and 

papers on waste tyres, which we used to collect data on methods used in Hong Kong. 

We were also able to determine the volume of tyre waste produced in comparison to 

municipal waste in Hong Kong. 

3.1.2 Observation of Hong Kong’s major roads 

 By observing the traffic on some of Hong Kong’s major roads, in Sham Shui 

Po, we were able to determine which types of vehicles are the most heavily used. 

Though this could not be done in a controlled manner leading to representative data, 
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we observed enough traffic to gain an insight into the general composition of traffic. 

We observed three major roads, on different days and different times of the day, for 

half an hour each, recording the number of each type of vehicle observed. 

3.2 Identify the present and possible future methods of tyre 
management 

 Hong Kong has several temporary measures in place to deal with the waste 

tyre problem. By evaluating these methods, as well as those used in other countries 

we were able to determine which methods might be the most effective. 

3.2.1 Jets Technics 

 Jets Technics is a company that uses waste tyres to make rubber mats for 

playgrounds. Through an interview with the owner, we were able to get more detailed 

information on their practices, and the volume of tyre waste that they could handle. 

We also inquired about what they view as the greatest obstacle to tyre management, 

and how this may be resolved. We concluded the interview by asking if they plan to 

broaden their business and consume more tyres. This interview gave a good 

perspective into the efforts of the private industry towards recycling. 

3.2.2 Public transportation companies 

 Due to the dense population in Hong Kong, public transportation is a major 

method of travel.  Therefore public transportation companies are a significant 

contributor to the waste tyre problem in Hong Kong.  Everyday there are thousands of 

double-decker buses, mini-buses, taxis, and trucks driving on the streets. The larger 

tyres on public transportation vehicles consume more space in the landfill than small 

vehicle tyres.  We interviewed the KMB bus company, and various transportation 

vehicle drivers to gain the private sector’s perspective on waste management and their 
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perception of the problem. Through these interviews we determined their practices for 

tyre maintenance and methods of disposal or retreading.  

3.2.3 Search for possible recycling methods 

We performed case studies on different countries and regions through research 

both online and in print. These countries included the United States, Europe, Japan, 

and China. By researching business journals online we found methods of recycling 

proven to be profitable, and other articles online outlined particularly innovative 

methods of recycling. Additional interviews in Hong Kong substantiated these 

methods of recycling.  

3.3 Identify current and possible future legislation for waste 
tyre management in Hong Kong 

 In order to determine whether a possible solution to the tyre waste problem 

could be implemented in Hong Kong, we needed to identify current laws and possible 

additional regulations that could be introduced.  

3.3.1 Interview professors 

 It was relatively easy to find the available information regarding waste 

legislation in Hong Kong, but the information was not specifically on waste tyre 

management. Professor C.S. Poon of HKPU’s Civil and Structural Engineering 

Department has been researching waste management with respect to civil engineering 

applications. Other professors in Hong Kong have provided specialized applications 

of recycled waste tyres. They are experienced with the laws that would affect 

implementation of new recycling methods in Hong Kong and through interviewing 

them we were able to obtain valuable information on methods of recycling that they 

have been researching and the factors that affect the methods of recycling.  
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3.3.2 Legislation in other countries  

 Some countries such as Japan have effectively promoted green technologies 

and recycling technologies, while other countries have a long history of dealing with 

tyre waste. Through government websites we were able to identify their laws, which 

affect tyre waste. We studied Japan's legislative system due to similarities with Hong 

Kong that include a geographically isolated area with a high population and severely 

limited land. We included the United States due to their experience with the tyre 

waste, even though the similarities with Hong Kong are few. The European Union, 

including Britain, has extensive legislation in place governing the disposal and 

recycling of waste tyres. This system was also studied and contrasted against the other 

regions and countries. 

3.4 Summary  

 Once the scale of the scrap tyre problem was determined, appropriate 

management methods were considered, and the legislation and policy that would be 

required to implement those methods was examined.  We reviewed all of the current 

methods of disposal and recycling of scrap tyres in Hong Kong. We also looked at the 

methods for scrap tyre disposal and recycling used in different countries. These 

solutions work within the laws and regulations of the individual countries. In the next 

section we will discuss the methods that would work within the laws and regulations 

of Hong Kong. 
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Chapter 4: Results and Analysis 

 In this section we will present the results of our data gathering in Hong Kong. 

Having determined the scale of the problem we were able to single out methods of 

recycling that were capable of dealing with the volume of tyres, while rejecting 

measures too expensive to be used with the volume of tyres available. We then 

analyzed the options applicable to Hong Kong by contrasting possible techniques of 

waste tyre recycling with legislation both present and applicable in the future.  

4.1 Scale of the Waste Tyre Problem in Hong Kong 

 Through an interview with Mr. Simon Lee (Appendix E) of the Hong Kong 

Environmental Protection Department (EPD), we determined the scale of the problem 

with waste tyres in Hong Kong. We found that while waste tyres are a very small 

percentage of the total waste in Hong Kong, almost nothing is currently done to 

prevent their accumulation in landfills. The EPD estimates that there are 

approximately 18,000 tons of waste tyres dumped annually in the landfills, by a 2005 

estimate. EPD estimates also put waste tyre accumulation at 50 tons per day. 

Unfortunately, the only action taken to alleviate the problem with waste tyres is 

legislation requiring all waste tyres to be split in half before burial in the landfill. The 

tyres are buried with the rest of the trash, not in a monofill, a separate burial site for 

waste tyres only, and therefore cannot be collected for recycling at a later date. 

 Mr. Lee also informed us of a resource that deals with the statistics of motor 

vehicles. In this source, government records and surveys are detailed, and most 

notable is a breakdown of the different kinds of motor vehicles. To our surprise, we 

found cars and taxis make up the largest percentage of all motor vehicles (see Figure 

5). 
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Figure 5 - A breakdown of all registered vehicles in Hong Kong, showing cars to be the most 

substantial percentage of registered motor vehicles (Hong Kong Transport Department, 2006). 

  

Unfortunately, the government records and surveys say little on which 

vehicles are the most commonly used. Through interviews with transportation vehicle 

drivers we determined the use of minibuses, buses, and taxis are immensely greater 

than that of private vehicles, with some drivers driving for 20 hours a day. Taxi 

drivers have told us they change their tyres every five or six months (See appendices J 

through N for interviews with drivers). We also performed direct observation of the 

road traffic in Hong Kong (See Figure 6) to determine the level of use of these 

vehicles, to substantiate the government data (See Appendix O). Though this is not a 

scientifically valid survey due to limitations with time, the data we acquired suggests 

private cars should not be disregarded. 
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Figure 6 - Use Vehicles observed on major Hong Kong roads (See Appendix O). 

 

As shown in Figure 6, taxis comprise a considerable percentage of observed 

traffic, meaning the tyre waste from taxis will be considerably more than other 

vehicles. The vehicles observed on the roads the most is the passenger car, which is 

surprising due to the extensive public transportation system in Hong Kong. The data 

suggested that small cars and taxis contribute the most to tyre waste. 

Another significant source of waste tyres is trucks, especially small trucks. 

However, our data was not conclusive so we were not able to determine the exact 

percentage of waste tyres generated annually by the small trucks. Trucks make up 

about ten percent of the vehicles in Hong Kong and through interviews we determined 

that not all of them use retreaded tyres. 

 Illegal dumping is also a problem due to the fees associated with tyre 

collection and splitting prior to burial. Mr. Lee informed us that approximately 4,000 

tons of tyres are illegally dumped every year. Tyre collection companies will often 
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dump tyres illegally, being unaware of how severe the fines are if they are caught. 

One garage we interviewed stated they did not realize how severe the fines were until 

they read in the papers how one company caught dumping two tyres was fined several 

thousand Hong Kong dollars. It is apparent that illegally dumped tyres are a 

significant percentage of the waste tyres produced, and create further problems since 

municipal workers have to locate and dispose of these tyres. Illegal waste dumps can 

often be seen in remote areas of Hong Kong, such as by ports or under bridges away 

from residential areas (See Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7 - Waste tyres and other trash seen under a bridge in Sham Shui Po, Hong Kong. 

 

4.2 Recycling Techniques 

 We have identified numerous techniques for tyre recycling, however not all 

are feasible in Hong Kong. Recycled rubber mats and stamped rubber products are the 

only tyre products currently being used commercially in Hong Kong, although Mr. 

Lee informed us of pilot projects in Hong Kong dealing with artificial reefs and 
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rubberized asphalt, as well as a pilot project involving pyrolysis (See Appendix E). 

Due to the stringent emissions regulations any form of disposal involving the 

combustion of tyre rubber cannot be implemented in Hong Kong. 

Recycled Rubber Products 

A company based in Hong Kong, Jets Technics, has developed particularly 

innovative ways to recycle tyres to create useful products. During a tour of Jets 

Technics, John So informed us that by using custom designed machinery protected by 

intellectual property rights they can shred tyres economically and produce a variety of 

shreds (See Appendix H). By combining these shreds with polymers and pressing or 

heating them they can create products such as factory floor coatings, athletic surfaces, 

rubber bricks, racing tracks for horses, and tiles for playgrounds (See Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8 - Examples of Jets Technics products created from recycled tyres. A horse racing track 

can be seen in (a), a park path in (b), (c) is a playground, commonly seen in Hong Kong, and (d) 

is an example of an athletic surface. Photos courtesy of John So (Jets Technics). 
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Jets Technics demonstrates that it is possible for recycling to be a profitable 

business. The company started with two employees, and now has over 300 working at 

several plants. In recycling the tyres their motivation went beyond helping the 

environment but also “to use the cheapest raw material”. Currently they are paid by 

some companies to remove tyres, but they believe others are following their example 

and project that within ten years they will have to pay for their tyres. Furthermore, 

they mention difficulty in getting a steady supply of tyres in Hong Kong, with most of 

the tyres being forced into landfills without being made available to the private sector. 

Some new rubber products are planned for the future, including highway noise 

barriers created from tyre rubber. 

Tyre Reefs 

Hong Kong’s Agriculture, Fisheries, and Conservation Department (AFCD) 

began several artificial reef projects in 1998. Eric Yau answered several of our 

questions through email correspondence (See Appendix I). He told us that these reefs 

aim to promote the growth of various organisms, providing a boost to the natural 

environment and in turn increasing the fish population. The AFCD is testing several 

materials, including “redundant steel and wooden vessels, pre-fabricated concrete 

modules, redundant marine concrete structures, biofilters (pre-fabricated fibre-glass 

sheets of high surface area ratio to volume) and natural quarry rocks”. The tyre reefs 

are built off a steel-based frame and linked together with nylon straps which are inert 

to ultraviolet light and sea water (See Figure 7). 
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Figure 9 - A tyre reef unit prior to submersion, showing the nylon straps and base. Photo 

courtesy of Eric Yau (See Appendix I). 

  

Each tyre reef unit uses a significant number of tyres. The pilot projects have 

already used 37,500 tyres to date. The artificial reefs are also periodically checked to 

perform “quantitative underwater fish surveys”. The tyre units show significant 

growth and stability, as can be seen in Figure 8. 
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Figure 10 - A submerged tyre reef showing considerable growth. 

 

Despite the quality of the tyre reefs, the AFCD studies show that natural 

quarry rock piles and biofilters make the best reefs. For this reason, the AFCD has no 

future plans to use tyres in the creation of artificial reefs. Please refer to Appendix I 

for more information regarding tyre reefs. 

Rubberized Asphalt 

The Hong Kong Highway Department has expressed interest in using 

rubberized asphalt and has developed a pilot program to test the viability of the most 

accepted and tested process of creating rubberized asphalt, the Arizona process, 

developed by Arizona State University. According to Dr. Wong of the Civil 

Engineering Department of Hong Kong Polytechnic University, the test phase of this 

project, currently underway, is to ensure the Arizona process is suitable for Hong 

Kong despite the extensive testing in the United States (See Appendix G). The Civil 

Engineering Department of Hong Kong Polytechnic University, the Hong Kong 
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Environmental Protection Department, the Hong Kong Environment, Transportation, 

and Works Bureau and others are heavily involved in the project. As of January 2007 

the rubberized bitumen is imported from mainland China and processed in existing 

machinery in Hong Kong. There is a test road built at the future site of the Hong 

Kong Eco-Park, and this road is also currently being expanded (See Figure 9). Testing 

will continue for one year, and based on these results the government will decide 

whether or not to use rubberized asphalt on a larger scale. 

 

Figure 11 - A rubberized asphalt road being constructed at the Hong Kong Eco-Park (also 

currently under construction). 

 

Pyrolysis 

Mr. Lee of the EPD also informed us that Hong Kong has had pilot programs 

testing the viability of pyrolysis, but these programs have shown pyrolysis not to be 
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cost effective. Presently, there are no projects involving tyre pyrolysis and there are 

no future plans to test any methods of tyre pyrolysis (See Appendix E). 

Retreading 

 There are two companies in Hong Kong that retread truck tyres. The bus 

company, KMB, informed us through email communications that they retread their 

own bus tyres regularly (See Appendix M). These companies retread the tyres 

approximately three times before they are no longer useable. The retreaded tyres are 

half the price of new tyres, however, they do not last as long. They do not make 

retreaded tyres for small vehicles in Hong Kong, which is likely due to the consumer 

perception that retreaded tyres are not as safe. 

 

4.3 Model Legislation 

 The United States, Britain, Australia, and Japan all have legislation regulating 

the disposal of waste tyres. One of the most effective methods for increasing 

recycling is to ban the disposal of waste tyres in landfills. Hong Kong currently does 

not do this, however according to Mr. Lee they do require tyres to be cut in half prior 

to being dumped into the landfills (See Appendix E). Currently there is no other 

legislation directly governing the disposal of waste tyres. 

 Other legislation affects the disposal or recycling of tyre waste. For example, 

the emissions regulations in Hong Kong effectively ban any burning of waste tyres. 

Dr. Wong informed us that even the emissions from heating rubberized asphalt mix 

must also be taken under consideration (See Appendix G). Furthermore, Mr. Lee told 

us that laws governing the export of waste make shipment to the mainland for 

processing prohibitively expensive. Currently scrap tyres are viewed as a waste 
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product in Hong Kong so as such they are subject to all the fees imposed on waste, 

but the reality is that scrap tyres are in fact a source of raw materials. 

 The British have implemented a scheme to control waste tyres. They have 

banned waste tyres from landfills and created monofills for the tyres to be stored in. 

They also use scrap tyres in a variety of their civil engineering projects and have a 

highly developed infrastructure for the recycling of scrap tyres. 

4.4 Summary 

Hong Kong has experience with various recycling methods for scrap tyres 

through comprehensive trial programs and private companies. Jets Technics is a 

shining example of how industry can help the environment through recycling and at 

the same time make a profit. The rubberized asphalt test projects have so far been 

successful and all indications show the material will be suitable for Hong Kong’s 

environment. This indicates the possibility of wider implementation, which would 

both improve the highways and reduce tyre waste.  

Although the government’s tyre reef program was moderately successful, the 

alternative materials were far more successful and tyres are no longer used. Tyre 

pyrolysis has been studied and found to be too expensive for implementation in Hong 

Kong, so no studies on tyre pyrolysis currently exist.  

Based on what we have discovered we will now draw conclusions and make 

suggestions for further research. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

There is no simple solution to Hong Kong’s waste tyre problem; therefore several 

steps are proposed in order to alleviate the waste tyre problem. Through analysis of 

methods and systems used in other countries and the data gathered in Hong Kong we 

suggest the following steps be taken to aid Hong Kong in its goal of reducing tyre 

waste.  

1. Maintain vehicles and tyres to extend tyre life. 

2. Create monofills for waste tyres and ban tyres from landfills. 

3. Levy a tax on new tyres. 

4. Use rubberized asphalt. 

5. Maximize the use of retreaded tyres. 

If the Environment, Transportation, and Works Bureau, were to require more 

frequent inspections on all passenger cars, not merely cars that are older than six 

years, then the wear to tyres could be reduced by maintaining wheel alignment. Taxi 

cars should be inspected at least once a year due to their extensive use. The new 

inspections would force people to better maintain their vehicles and tyres, prolonging 

their life. Private vehicles comprise sixty percent of all the vehicles in Hong Kong so 

despite the fact that private cars are not driven as many miles as trucks and buses, the 

scrap tyres that they generate annually is not negligible. Many truck and bus 

companies already use retreaded tyres, so the only way to reduce the number of tyres 

being dumped into the landfills is through reducing the number of private tyres being 

dumped. 

Creating monofills of tyres is essential to scrap tyre reclamation and recycling. 

Currently most waste tyres in Hong Kong are mixed in landfills with all other waste; 
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this prevents the tyres from ever being retrieved and recycled. Creating a monofill 

makes tyres available for future use.  

Once there is an operational monofill then waste tyres should be banned from 

regular landfills, as was done in Britain. This prevents valuable material from being 

disposed of where it is inaccessible. This ban will also help to alleviate the burden on 

the three landfills in Hong Kong. Due to the relatively small volume of waste tyres 

generated yearly only a small parcel of land would be needed to create a monofill. 

Levying a tax or disposal fee onto the cost of new tyres would provide revenue to 

support recycling. The income from the tax could cover costs such as waste tyre 

transportation, monofill management, rubberized asphalt and private industry that 

recycle waste tyres into products. With an increase in the cost of new tyres, retreaded 

tyres become even more economical.  

Using rubberized asphalt in the construction of new roads and highways could 

provide the largest outlet for waste tyres. For a small increase in price the roadway 

lasts longer, creates less sound pollution and uses approximately one thousand waste 

tyres per lane mile.  

Retreaded tyres are as safe as new tyres and cost half as much. With the ability to 

retread heavier tyres three or four times the life of a tyre can be doubled. This reduces 

the number of tyres requiring disposal. By encouraging retreading Hong Kong can 

reduce the waste tyre problem and save money. Some truck drivers are still unaware 

of the savings associated with retreaded tyres, or they are misinformed that retreads 

are not safe tyres. 

The implementation of these steps would be a good start for Hong Kong to create 

a sustainable tyre waste management system. Although these steps temporarily 

alleviate the problem, more work still needs to be done. More research needs to be 
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done on different recycling methods, such as pyrolysis, to see if it would be an option 

for Hong Kong in the future. With this additional research Hong Kong should be able 

to continue to address its tyre waste problem. 
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Appendix A: Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
(HKPU)                             
 

Hong Kong Polytechnic University (HKPU) is a non-profit organization.  It is 

one of the finest universities in Hong Kong, and provides higher education not only to 

Hong Kong people, but also to people around the world.  The HKPU has a motto, “To 

learn and to apply, for the benefit of mankind” (HKPU, 2006).  HKPU believes that 

one of its missions is to carry out research of an applied nature relevant to community 

needs.   

 HKPU consists of a council, court, president and offices of the president, 

officers and senior management of the University, senate and its academic structure 

(HKPU, 2006).  It has 26 academic departments, including 12,313 full-time and 2,284 

part-time students.  It is the largest UGC-funded tertiary institution in Hong Kong in 

terms of number of students. 

 There are two major sources of income for HKPU.  The first one is the tuition 

collected from students, which is used to provide education for the HKPU students.  

Another source of income is funding research by Hong Kong government and 

cooperation (HKPU, 2006).  As HKPU believes in their missions, they think they are 

responsible to help in solving the problems occurring in Hong Kong society. 

 Wasted automobile tires have been a major issue in Hong Kong for a long 

time because there are a huge number of cars driving on streets but the amount of 

available space is limited.  This way of disposal of the wasted tires not only use up a 

lot of free space, but also create a lot of pollution, which damages both the 

environment and human’s health.  As one of the finest universities in Hong Kong, 

which provides high education, HKPU is responsible to help the community to solve 

this issue. 
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Through the funding from government and private companies, HKPU is 

equipped with modern research laboratories (HKPU, 2006).  HKPU also has a large 

database of most research that has been done around the world. 

 There is no other organization in Hong Kong that works on the problem of 

waste vehicle tires. 
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APPENDIX B: Interview Protocol for Tire Recycling 
Plant Employee   
 

1) How long has JP Routhier & Sons, Inc been in the tire business? 

2) What parts of the tire do you manage to recycle? 

3) What is the most significant source of your scrap tires? 

4) What tire derived product do you make the most of? 

5) Who buys your tire derived product? 

6) Do you create any tire derived fuel? 

a. If yes, who generally finds a use for this fuel? 

7) What are some hazards involved with the recycling process? 

8) How do you create tire derived fuel? 

9) How do you separate the steel from the tire? 

a. What is done with this steel? 

10) What are your products used for? 

11) What is the most common use? 

12) About how many tires do you deal with on a daily basis 
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Appendix C: Interview with Bobby Lundin, Tire 
Recycling Plant Employee of JP Routhier & Sons, Inc. 
 

13) How long has JP Routhier & Sons, Inc been in the tire business? 

JP Routhier & Sons, Inc. has been operating this particular plant since 1989. 

14) What parts of the tire do you manage to recycle? 

This facility manages to create one inch shreds, which are used in that form 

for either creating crumb rubber, or burned directly. The steel wire in the tire 

is magnetically separated, but steel companies believe there is too much 

rubber mixed with this product to create steel, so it sits in piles for the time 

being. 

15) What is the most significant source of your scrap tires? 

The tires come in from a variety of places on a daily basis. 

16) What tire derived product do you make the most of? 

This facility makes one inch chips. 

17) Who buys your tire derived product? 

Anyone who wants to create crumb rubber from the one inch shreds, and also 

use the shreds directly for fuel. 

18) Do you create any tire derived fuel? 

Yes 

a. If yes, who generally finds a use for this fuel? 

Paper mills generally burn the product for fuel. 

19) What are some hazards involved with the recycling process? 

The machines that shred the tires are obviously a hazard, and you have to be 

careful for the steel wire, but otherwise the process is safe. 

20) How do you create tire derived fuel? 

The one inch shreds can be burned directly as they are, since the metal wire is 

removed magnetically. 

21) How do you separate the steel from the tire? 

The two inch shreds are further shredded to one inch shreds. As these are 

rolled down a conveyor and into a pile a rotating magnetic drum catches the 

metal wires and puts them into a separate pile. 

a. What is done with this steel? 
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As stated, the metal wire isn’t used at the moment. The piles of the 

steel wire will remain for the most part until a better method of 

removing the steel from them is created. 

22) What are your products used for? 

Once further processed into crumb rubber there are a variety of uses. The 

crumb rubber can create excellent fields for football or soccer, by placing the 

crumb rubber underneath the turf. The crumb rubber can be used for lots of 

things requiring rubber. The unprocessed chips can be used in highway 

development directly. 

23) What is the most common use? 

This company primarily uses the chips either for fuel or for civil engineering 

type projects, such as the aforementioned highway developments projects. 

About how many tires do you deal with on a daily basis? 

24) About how many tires do you deal with on a daily basis 

The tires come in daily in large volumes. The tires come in a variety of sizes, 

and while the regular car tires can be placed directly on the treadmills the 

larger tires have to be cut using hydraulics prior to loading on the conveyor 

belts. Some tires also come in with unused treads and are resold. 
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APPENDIX D: Interview with Simon Lee, officer of 
Environmental Protection Department in Hong Kong 
 
Interview at the Environmental Protection Department 
    Environmental Infrastructure Division 
    Waste Reduction Group 
Representatives: Simon LEE Environmental Protection Officer 
      
Current Statistics: 
  

Q: How many tyres are in the landfills? 
A: Due to the number of landfills and the fact that there is no charge for 
dumping waste tyres it is difficult to gain an accurate figure. Also they keep 
track of tyres by weight measuring the amount in metric tons. Through 
sampling the EPD estimates that in 2003 approximately 15,000 tons. In 2004 
approximately 14,000 tons and in 2005 18,000 tons. 

 
 Q: How many tyres are stockpiled? 

A: The land space in Hong Kong is so limited and there are no fees for 
dumping so not only is there no space for stockpiling there is no reason to. 

 
 Q: How many tons of tyres are disposed of on a daily basis? 
 A: Fifty tons per day. 
 
 Q: How many tyres are exported? 

A: No tyres are exported while whole, but there is one company that is trying 
to export crumb rubber to the mainland. 

 
 Q: How many private vehicles are there? 
 A: Approximately 370,000 cars of which 18,000 are taxis. 
 
 Q: How many heavy vehicles are there? 
 A: Approximately 120,000. 
 
EPD Activities: 
  
 Q: What is the EPD currently doing to regulate the disposal of waste tyres? 
 A: The EPD is not specifically imposing any regulations, however the landfills  

require that all tyres be cut atleast in half before being dumped and 
thosewho dump tyres must get a permit. This creates a lot of illegal 
dumping, approximately 4,000 tons a year, because people do not want 
to pay to cut tyres in half. 

 
 Q: Are there any options that you have explored that were too impractical? 
 A: Companies have looked into pyrolosis, but found that there is not a large 

enough supply of tyres for it to be feasible. The EPD however 
performs studies prior to implementing any regulations that would 
affect the disposal of waste tyres, so as to avoid costly mistakes. 
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 Q: What are your plans for the future? 

A: A producer responsibility scheme is going to be implemented. To gain 
funds to help supplement the costs of recycling waste tyres. However, we are 
not in charge of that so we cannot go into great detail about it. There is a 
report posted on the EPD website at http://www.epd.gov.hk/epd/msw/. 

 
Waste tyre uses: 
 

Q: Is it practical in Hong Kong to create rubbersoil, rubberized concrete, 
rubber mats, tyre reefs, tyre derived fuel, or pyrolosis? 
A: Currently there are 11 projects involving rubbersoil, such as roadwork, 
slope work, and subbase. However, this technology is still in its infancy so  

 before it can become a widely accepted technology it needs to be proven. 
   

Also rubbersoil is a patented technology so there is no competition. 
  Hong Kong is also conducting studies on rubberized concrete as a  
  possibility for reuse. The company Jets Technics is one of the largest 

manufacturers of rubber mats in Hong Kong and they are very 
profitable. Hong Kong also has some pilot programs in using waste 
tyres for artificial reefs through the Agricultural and Fishery 
Departement, though these methods at most will consume one years 
worth of tyres. The PRC scheme may allow for a full scale tyre reed 
project in Hong Kong in the future. Pyrolysis is very expensive though 
several companies have looked into it.  

 
Laws and Legislation: 
 
 Q: What current laws regulate the disposal of waste tyres? 
 A: There are no laws that directly regulate the disposal of tyres. Landfills are 

required to apply for a permit when discarding tyres, and they are  
required to split the tyres in half for burial. 

 
 Q: Is there any planned legislation to regulate tyre disposal? 
 A: Yes, Hong Kong is looking into tyre collection and disposal fees, amoungst 

 other legislation governing the transportation and export of tyre waste. 
 
Types of Rubber: 
 
 Q: What types of scrap rubber are used in Hong Kong? 
 A: There is a project to export crumb rubber as a resource, and the highway  

department is open to proposals though they haven’t used rubbersoil  
technologies yet. There is a company that uses tyre rubber to make  
rubberized asphalt, though it’s currently only used in mainland China.  
This company hasn’t been too successful yet but may be expanded to  
doing work in Hong Kong. Goldbond is the company in Hong Kong 
that makes rubberized asphalt. 

 
 Q: How do you remove the steel from the tyres? 
 A: The metal bands from the tyres are removed mechanically. The rest of the 
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metal wires are removed magnetically after shredding and separated 
into another pile. 

 
Expenses: 
 

Q: How could the government cover the start up costs for recycling 
techniques? 
A: Even if the government subsidizes companies it’s difficult because there is 
not enough waste tyres. The special conditions of Hong Kong must be taken  
into account. The production of tyres isn’t high and the Hong Kong  
government doesn’t like to apply too many regulations. The technology  
must be sustainable and commercially viable. Playground mats and simple  
uses of tyre rubber are viable but technologies such as pyrolysis take up  
too many resources. As such, small applications of tyre waste is the main  
plan of action for the PRS.  
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APPENDIX E: Phone interview with Lau Tit Chu, 
Owner of Man Lee Hang Tyre & Battery Company 
 

1) What is your name? 

Lau Tit Chu. I am the owner of Man Lee Hang Tyre & Battery Co. Ltd. 

2) How long has your company been in the business of collection tyres? 

We have been in the business of collecting tyres for 29 years. 

3) How many tyres do you collect on a daily and yearly basis? 

We average about 100 tyres on a daily basis and so about 36,500 on a 

yearly basis. 

4) What kinds of tyres are collected?  

We collected all kinds of tyres. 

5) What percentage of vehicle tyres or bus tyres is collected? 

It is about 40% small size tyres, 30% middle size tyres and 30% large size 

tyres. 

6) Do you ever collect a fee for the disposal of tyres? 

Yes.  We charge $3 for small size tyre, $8 for middle size and $15 for 

large one.  The fee also depends on the distance we need to go to collect 

the tyre, the weight of the tyre and how dirty it is. 

7) After the tyre is collected, what is done with it? 

After we collect the tyres, we cut them into halves. We then will send 

them to the landfill directly by truck, but we need to fill out a form for the 

EPD before we send them. We need to apply for a license to collect the 

tyres every season.  

8) Do you have any plans for change in the future either with collection fees 

or more environmental procedures? 

Recently we do not have any plans because we are short of laborers. 

9) Where do the tyres come from? 

Sometimes people come to our company with their tyres directly, and 

sometimes people will call us to ask about the fees.  If they agree with the 

price, we will go to their place and collect the tyres. 
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Appendix F: Interview with Dr. Wing Gun Wong, Civil 
Engineering Professor from Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University 
 

The EPD is currently building their first test road with rubberized asphalt. 

Eco-Park is the chosen location as it already is to be a new center of recycling in 

Hong Kong. The EPD is using a method called Arizona concrete after professors from 

state universities. 

 HKPU began researching rubberized asphalt 3 years ago. Professor Wong and 

others visited Arizona to review this technology. Wong was hesitant at first but then 

he was shown two roads, one rubberized asphalt and the other standard asphalt both 

under similar conditions. After ten years of wear and tear the rubberized asphalt still 

looked new while the “other is cracked all over the surface.” When tested by Arizona 

the concrete actually outperformed expectations. 

 Professor Wong began researching this technology and its applications in 

Hong Kong. Although the Arizona mixture works, Hong Kong has its own design 

criteria and requires a different mixture for maximum performance. Approximately 

one and a half years ago a privately financed road was constructed using a rubberized 

asphalt mixture that was more refined for Hong Kong. Wong has submitted many 

papers to the Highway and Environmental Protection Departments to try and get 

rubberized asphalt roads to be constructed.  

 There is a company in mainland China that recently completed a mixing plant 

and will use a copy of the Arizona process, which has already been thoroughly tested. 

The differences between standard and Arizona processes are very few. The mixture 

must be kept 10 degrees Celsius hotter, a separate tank must be installed and mixing 

blades must be strengthened. The tank is to hold the rubberized cement before it is 
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mixed into batches of concrete. The increase in temperature and the strengthened 

blades are to cope with the thicker viscosity or higher resistance. 

 The EPD has already looked into the environmental releases and determined 

they are within acceptable levels. The increased costs are “very minimal” compared to 

standard materials. Once a market and an industry are established the cost is very low. 

Rubberized asphalt also lasts longer, which offsets the initial cost. 20 million Hong 

Kong Dollars, over 150 million USD is the approximate startup cost for plant to turn 

tyres into crumb and refined rubber 

 Rubberized asphalt can be mixed for up to one day to increase strength and 

reduce on site compaction. It can also be made and poured on site without any 

mixing. Costs in Hong Kong are still high, especially compared to China or the USA 

where there is a large market, industry and already has rubber asphalt mixing plants 

started. 

 Rubberized asphalt is used in the top 2-4 inches of the road. It replaces 

conventional binding materials in bitumates. Costs too much for entire concrete of 

road, but still receives advantageous affects for being laid on the top. Scrap tyres 

perform better than rubber that was created for use in asphalt. 

 In Eco-Park the Highway and Environmental Departments will be testing the 

road with non-destructive equipment. The road will be reviewed directly after be 

created and every four months afterwards. EPD is now in a hurry to use rubberized 

asphalt and is testing the Arizona mix in Hong Kong. “EPD is in a rush”-the Arizona 

concrete “may not be applicable”-the Arizona mix “may not be the best mix” for 

Hong Kong’s design criteria. While the EPD is rushing forward, the Highway 

Department is responsible and is requiring more testing before implementation. 
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Highway Department “must make everything certain”, need market, test data, and real 

road data before using in Hong Kong 

 Since the British left the people have more freedoms which results in more 

complaints. The noise around Hong Kong tends to be just above the acceptable level 

and noise pollution is becoming more and more of an issue. Rubberized asphalt has a 

significant effect on sound created between tire and road. Rubberized asphalt lowers 

the sound produced by 3-5 decibels, which lowers the noise created to below 

acceptable levels.  

 The future plan for rubberized asphalt will share costs between the Highway 

and Environmental Departments. Phase 1 will use the Arizona mix and will be tested 

to provide data for Hong Kong. It will start just after the New Year and last for one 

year. Phase 2 will possibly use a mixture designed for Hong Kong. 

 Investors just recently built a large rubberized concrete mixing plant in Hong 

Kong, which will lower the costs for future projects. 

 Mainland China has very high standards for construction projects. Although 

they are maintained for national or high level projects the local authorities don’t 

follow code because of high costs. 
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Appendix G: Tyre pyrolysis: gas, oil, and char 
composition 
 

Pyrolysis gas compositions (vol.%) and GCV 

Pyrolysis Temperature 400 ºC 500 ºC 600 ºC 700 ºC 

Methane 4.4 19.8 20.0 20.0 

Ethene 4.3  9.4  9.7  8.9 

Ethane 4.5  9.1  9.0  8.1 

Propene 4.1  6.4  6.5  4.5 

Propane 4.4  4.4  4.1  3.2 

Butene 30.8  17.5  17.9  16.0 

Butane 6.1  3.8  4.0  3.8 

Pentene 3.7  2.8  3.6  2.1 

Pentane 12.8  4.8  3.8  4.6 

Hexene 2.2  1.1  0.9  0.9 

Hexane 5.1  1.7  1.6  1.6 

CO 4.2  4.8  6.5  10.4 

CO2 10.7  9.4  8.8  11.4 

SH2 2.6  5.1  3.6  3.9 

source: Rodriguez, I, Laresgoiti, M, Cabrero, M, Torres, A, Chomon, M, & Caballero, B (2000). 

Pyrolysis of scrap tyres. 72, page 18. 

 

 

 
source: Cunliffe, Adrian M., & Williams, Paul T. (1997). Composition of oils derived from the batch 

pyrolysis of tyres. Journal of Analytical and Applied Pyrolysis. 44, page 146. 
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source: Cunliffe, A.M., & Williams, P.T. (1998). Properties of chars and activated carbons derived 

from the pyrolysis of used tyres. Environmental Technology. 19, page 1181. 
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Appendix H: Interview with Jets Technics on Monday, 
February 5, 2007 
 
Representatives:   So Tat Wing, Chairman 
    John So, Director Assistant 
    Winnie Chan, Director Assistant 
 
 Q. How long has Jets Technics been recycling tyres in Hong Kong? 

A. The business was started approximately twenty years ago by Mr. So Tat Wing, 
and they originally produced playground safety mats. 

  
Q. How many waste tyres per year can you recycle? 

 A. We cannot give you a definite answer. 
  

Q. What range of products can you manufacture here at this facility? 
A. They have two facilities. One simply grinds down rubber tyres. The other can 
make a range of rubber products, as well as plastic products. 

  
Q. Who do you manufacture your products for? The government or private 

industry? 
A. They manufacture for both, but primarily work on government projects as they 
started the company manufacturing for the government, such as parks. 

  
Q. How many people do you currently employ? 

 A. Between the office and two manufacturing plants they employ 
approximately 300 people. 
 
 Q. Where do the waste tyres that you use come from? 

A. They try and get waste tyres from wherever they can. They collect tyres from 
the bus companies as well as other sources, and we even saw a conveyor belt that 
they were recycling. They also recycle their own products. 
 

 Q. How do the tyres come to you, whole, shredded, crumb? 
 A. The tyres come whole and from their they create shreds and crumbs as per 
their needs. 
 
 Q. Do you pay to receive the tyres? 

A. Currently they do not pay to receive the tyres, in fact some companies even 
pay Jets Technics to collect tyres, but they predict that within the next ten years 
they will have to pay for tyres, because of the increase in demand. 
 

 Q. Are the tyres that you use primarily small tyres or larger heavy vehicle 
tyres? 
 A. They use all sorts of tyres ranging in size from small go-kart tyres to large 
truck tyres. 
 
 Q. How do you plan to expand your operations here in Hong Kong? 
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A. They are looking into new products, such as rubber noise barriers and other 
products, also they are working on marketing their products in other countries, 
such as China Japan and Europe. 
 

 Q. Is there any competition for recycled waste tyre products in Hong Kong or 
elsewhere? 

A. There are other companies that manufacture rubber products around the world, 
but Jets Technics feels that they bring the best quality at the best price. 
 

 Q. Have you looked into rubber railroad mats for cars to drive on? 
A. They know the markets for scrap tyres. At the moment they are sticking with 
their products because they would have to do a lot of R&D in order to consider 
such a product. 
 

 Q. Have you looked into other rubber products such as rubbersoil? 
 A. This question was not asked, as it was not pertinent. 
 
 Q. Are there currently any laws that limit or help your operations? 

A. No, and they like it that way. They would prefer competition so that the 
industry can grow. They would like for the government to have as few 
regulations as possible. 

  
Q. Is there anything done in other countries such as in Europe that you want to 

adopt? 
A. This question was already answered. 
 
Q. Do you receive any government subsidies? 
A. No, they do not receive subsidies nor do they want them. They feel that if the 
government is going to help one company then they must help all the companies. 
 

We began at their main office, where we were given a brief introduction to their 

company and some of our questions were answered. They informed us that it was 

very difficult at first, because the people of Hong Kong were not familiar with their 

product or anything similar. One of their biggest contracts to date is the stable for the 

Beijing Olympics. They also make a product called JRex, which is a product made 

from recycled plastic and wood chips. Polymer safety mats come in 3 thicknesses 45, 

75, and 110 millimeters. The bottom layer is scrap tyre pieces and the top layer is a 

polymer. The polymer is a selling point as it can come in a range of colors. 
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They enjoy being able to rent land at a discounted rate as land in Hong Kong is 

extremely expensive. They also believe that banning waste tyres from landfills could 

help their business as well as the industry and market grow. 

 

A lot of power is required to shred tyres and the maintenance costs are high. To 

overcome energy and maintenance problems they need to specially design machines 

by themselves. At first they didn’t have enough power, but through R&D they were 

able to come up with an efficient way to shred tyres. This is a patented technology. 

There is a lot of R&D of before they can get it to the market, but the market is needed 

first. Eco-purchasing. It’s not necessary to label with Green product, because the 

product is very good. Customers are not standard consumers, so they don’t care that 

the product is Eco, more focused on if it can perform as well as the conventional 

materials.  

 

The technology requires many components, which were developed in house and 

they set very high standards. They don’t produce any reports, because the R&D team 

is constantly improving their technology. The timber is broken into just one type of 

shape in order to perform properly in the plastic wood, long thin strips about one inch 

long. There are huge nails in the pallets that they use to make JRex, so they have a 

specialized machine to remove the nails. He is able to improve the lifespan of his 

machines by removing all contaminates first. The Minister of the Environment came 

to ask the cost of a factory, but a factory cannot be started with just money it requires 

experience. 
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Appendix I: Interview with Hong Kong’s Agriculture, 
Fisheries, and Conservation Department on Hong 
Kong's Tyre Reef Project 
 
Representative: Eric Yau AFCD Employee  
 
   Q. When was the tyre reef project started?  
   A. The tyre reef projects was started in 1998.  
 
   Q. What other materials are used besides tyres?  
   A. Other materials include redundant steel and wooden vessels,  
   pre-fabricated concrete modules, redundant marine concrete structures,  
   biofilters (pre-fabricated fibre-glass sheets of high surface area ratio  
   to volume) and natural quarry rocks.  
 
   Q. What have been the results of the project so far?  
   A. The project shows that our ARs are effective in enhancing marine  
   resources in terms of fish and invertebrate communities.  
 
   Q. If other materials are used, what materials seem to be the most  
   effective? In comparison to the tyres?  
   A. Biofilters and natural quarry rock piles.  
 
   Q. How many tyres are used in the tyre reefs?  
   A. A total of 37,500 has been used in the making of 400 tyre reef  
   blocks.  
 
   Q. How are the tyres bound, and in what geometry?  
   A. The tyres are bound together on a steel-based frame with nylon straps  
   and buckles which are inert to sea water and UV lights. The completed  
   tyre block will form a pyramidal shape (similar to a Toblerone chocolate  
   bar).  
 
   Q. How do you check the performance of the reefs?  
   A. We check the ARs by conducting quantitative underwater fish surveys  
   as well as qualitative surveys of the reefs.  
 
   Q. What are your future plans involving the use of tyre reefs?  
   A. As tyre reefs do not show to the best AR materials (in Hong Kong  
   context), we have no future plans involving the use them.  
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Appendix J: Interview with Lik Hang Tyre & Battery 
Company 
 
Q. What do you do with waste tyres that you remove from vehicles? 
A. We send the tyres to a refuse collection point in Sham Shui Po. 
 
Q. Do you need to pay to send the waste tyres to the collection point? 
A. No. It is free. 
 
Q. What kind of vehicles do you sell tyres for? 
A. We sell tyres only for small vehicles, such as taxies and private cars. 
 
Q. What brands of tyres do you sell? 
A. We sell only name brands, such as Michelin, Bridgestone and Yokohama. 
 
Q. Do you offer retreaded tyres? 
A. No. There are no companies in Hong Kong that produce retreaded tyres for small 
vehicles. 
 
Q. On average how many tyres do you sell per month? 
A. We sell about 200 tyres per month. 
 
Q. Hong long do tyres usually last? 
A. Usually on taxies the front tyres will wear out in about six months and private cars 
the tyres will last about two or three years. 
 
Q. Do you charge customers for disposing of their tyres? 
A. No. 
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Appendix K: Interview with Wah Kee Tyre & Battery 
Company 
 
Q. What kind of vehicles do you sell tyres for? 
A. We sell tyres for both trucks and small vehicles. 
 
Q. Do you offer retreaded tyres? 
A. Yes. We offer both new and retreaded tyres for trucks, but only new tyres for small 
vehicles. 
 
Q. What is the difference in price new tyres and retreaded tyres different? 
A. New tyres are about twice the price of retreaded tyres. 
 
Q. Where do you get the retreaded tyres? 
A. We get them from Wah On Tyres Retreading Company. We can either send them 
the old tyre to be retreaded or buy the retreaded tyres directly. 
 
Q. What do you do with your waste tyres? 
A. We send them to either be retreaded or to the refuse collection point in Sham Shui 
Po.  
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Appendix L: Interviews with Minibus Drivers in 
Kowloon Tong and Diamond Hill 
 
Q. Do you own this minibus or does a company own it? 
A. The bus is owned by a company. (There are many minibus companies in Hong 
Kong) 
 
Q. How far do you travel daily? 
A. We do not keep track but the bus runs 18 hours a day, at a max speed of 50 km/hr. 
     (480 kilometers a day counting for stoppage time and assuming speed of 30 km/hr) 
 
Q. Do you check your air pressure regularly? 
A. Yes daily. 
 
Q. Do you use retreaded tyres? 
A. In Diamond Hill they used retreaded tyres in the back. 
     In Kowloon Tong they used all retreaded tyres. 
 
Q. How often do you have to change your tyres? 
A. Diamond Hill: every 3 to 4 months for retreads and 4 to 5 for new tyres. 
     Kowloon Tong: every 1 to 2 months 
 
Q. Where do you get your tyres changed? 
A. A garage, but not a specific garage. 
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Appendix M: Kowloon Motor Bus Company 
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Appendix N: Interview with Que Fung Automobile 
Store 
 
Q. How many tyres do you change everyday? 
A. It is about 24 to 25. 
 
Q. Do you offer retreaded tyres? 
A. We offer retreaded tyres for trucks only. 
 
Q. Where do you get your retreads from? 
A. We call the retreading company and they come to pick up the tyres. After they are 
retreaded, they return them to us. 
 
Q. What do you do with your waste tyres that can no longer be retreaded? 
A. Sometimes we send to the waste tyre collection place directly, and sometimes we 
call the used tyres disposal company and they come to pick them up. 
 
Q. Do you need to pay them for picking up the waste tyres? 
A. Yes.  
 
Q. How much do you need to pay for a tyre? 
A. Usually, it is about $1 to $2 for a tyre. We need to pay more if the tyre is really old 
and dirty. 
 
Q. Have you ever heard of any illegal dumping in Hong Kong? 
A. Yes. More than ten years ago, someone dumped two tyres on the street and got 
fined a couple thousand dollars. We wouldn’t consider dumping the tyres due to these 
prohibitive fines. 
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Appendix O: Observation of Traffic in Sham Shui Po 
 
On different days of the week we observed traffic patterns on three different streets in 
the Sham Shui Po area. We counted individual vehicles for thirty minutes, and 
excluded motorcycles and government vehicles. Below are charts of our findings. 
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While this data cannot be viewed as representative of all of Hong Kong it suggests 
that cars are probably a substantial contributor to the number of waste tyres in Hong 
Kong. 

 


